Abstract: Mathematicians has been trying to prove the weak Goldbach's conjecture by adding prime numbers, as stated in the conjecture. However, we believe that the solution does not need to be analytically solved. Instead of trying to add prime numbers to prove the conjecture, we developed a prime number function P odd (x) p>2 , including odd primes p > 2, isomorphic and equivalent to a function N odd (x) n>1 , including odd natural numbers greater than one, n odd > 1, in which, the sum of three of its elements result in odd numbers greater than 7, proving the conjecture.
Introduction
The weak Goldbach's conjecture is a well know problem, "Every odd number n greater than 7 can be expressed as the sum of three odd primes p > 2" (An odd prime p > 2 may be used more than once in the same sum).
(pp>2 + pp>2 + pp>2) ∈ n odd > 7
Mathematicians has been attacking the problem as stated, trying to add prime numbers. Obtaining only partial results, proving the conjecture for sufficiently large odd numbers [1] [2] , in the range of 10 32 [3] , if taking into account the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH). Likewise, without taking into account the GRH, partial results has been obtained [4] [5] [6] , nevertheless, the sufficiently large odd numbers increase drastically, in the range of 10 7194 [7] . Thus, still quantities not feasible to be checked by computers.
The Goldbach's conjecture is known to be true up to 10 14 . Deshouillers, te Riele and Saouter [8] have checked it up to 10 14 and Richstein [9] up to 4 × 10 14 .
In the same way, there has been parallel attempts to solve the conjecture, Tao [10] in 2012 improved the result of Ramaré [11] , proving that every odd number N greater than 1 can be expressed as the sum of at most five primes, instead of six primes.
However, we believe the solution can be obtained in a different way. By creating a mathematical function P odd (x)p>2 for all odd primes, p > 2, such that it is isomorphic (structurally identical) and equivalent to another mathematical function N odd (x)n>1 for all odd natural numbers greater than one, n odd > 1, in which the sum of three of its elements will result in odd numbers greater than 7, proving the conjecture.
Prime Number Function P (x)
Prime numbers are the building blocks of the positive integers, this was shown by Euler in his proof of the Euler product formula for the Riemann zeta function, Euler came up with a version of the sieve of Eratosthenes, better in the sense that each number was eliminated exactly once [12] [13] .
The sieve of Eratosthenes is a simple algorithm for finding all prime numbers up to any given limit. It iteratively mark as composite the multiples of each prime, starting from that prime, while leaving without mark prime numbers [14] . In order to mimic this simple sieve algorithm as a mathematical function, the prime number function p(x) includes the sin(x) periodic function to indicate the periodicity of the prime multiples, sin 1 p , starting from primes p [15] .
For a single prime number, the sieve equation is
While, for the entire set of primes, the equation can be represented as the set of all single prime functions p(x)
In order to visualize the prime number functions P (x), a one-dimensional number line is used, starting from zero and ending at infinite. Due to the nature of periodic functions, a zero-cross from the function over the number line, indicates the marking of a composite number. Consequently, by the inclusion of a periodic function in p(x), the sieve works instantaneously from its starting prime p to ∞. Likewise, by following a linear progression, starting at p = 2 to p → ∞, the multiples of primes are zero-cross, while prime number are decoded at each cycle of the function [16] .
At each number n > 1, the function P (x) evaluates if the number n in consideration has been zero-cross or not. If a number n has not been zero-cross, then the number is a prime p, this process we called prime decoding. While, if a number n has been zero-cross, then the number is marked as composite, meaning that a previous prime or primes p has been decoded and this zero-cross is a multiple of such prime or primes p(x), this process we called composite encoding. Once a prime number p is decoded, the function p(x) starts the expansion of the prime into its multiples, mimicking the sieve of Eratosthenes, zero-crossing composite numbers and decoding primes by leaving intact the number line at prime numbers p, as shown in figure 1 . Figure 1 . Zero-cross numbers by P(x). In red p(x) for p = 2, in black P (x) for p > 2 (odd primes); white squares zero-cross represent composite numbers; white squares zero-cross by only p(x) for p = 2 (red color) represent numbers power of two 2 m , for m > 1.
The process is as follows: Starting at number p = 2 the function p(x)= 2 + sin Therefore, the function p(x)= 5 + sin 1 5 starts to zero-cross odd and even multiples of 5, as shown in figure 4.
At number p = 7 no zero-cross occur. Thus, the function p(x)= 7 + sin 1 7 starts to zero-cross odd and even multiples of 7, as shown in figure 5 . At number n = 9 a zero-cross occurs from the function p(x)= 3 + sin 1 3 meaning a composite number has been found, fig. 3 . At number p = 11 no zero-cross occur. Thus the function p(x)= 11 + sin 1 11 starts to zero-cross odd and even multiples of 11, as shown in figure 6 . And so on.
Consequently, all p(x) prime functions for p > 2, zero-cross odd and even multiples of p > 2.
Natural Number Function N (x) n>1
If, instead of include only prime numbers p in the prime number function P (x), natural numbers greater than one are included, n > 1. The function changes to N (x)n>1, starting from natural numbers greater than one and zero-crossing the same numbers as the prime number function P (x), the set of composite numbers.
The sieve equation for a single natural number function is zero-cross multiples of 2 and 3. In red p = 3. zero-cross multiples of 2, 3, 5 and 7. In red p = 7. zero-cross multiples of 2, 3, 5, 7 and 11. In red p = 11.
While, for the entire set of natural number functions n(x)n>1, the equation can be represented as
There are two possible cases when applying this function:
Case I. If the function N (x)n>1 follows the sieve rules, meaning that single functions n(x)n>1 only start from non-zero-cross numbers greater than one (primes), then both functions are equal
Case II. On the other hand, if we change the rule, meaning that there exist a function n(x)n>1 at every point greater than one over the number line, regardless if the point in consideration has been zero-cross or not, then the functions are equivalent and isomorphic, but not equal.
However, in both cases, the sieve functions, N (x)n>1 and P (x), will lead to the same result, the decoding of prime numbers while encoding composite numbers.
Odd Natural Number Function
The weak Goldbach's conjecture only takes into account odd numbers, therefore, all the involved function must have as input and output odd numbers greater than one. For this purpose the function N (x)n>1 is modified to N odd (x)n>1, starting from odd natural numbers greater than one and zero-crossing only its odd multiples by doubling its period, from odd periods sin
to even periods sin
The sieve equation for a single odd natural number function is
While, for the entire set of odd natural number functions, the equation can be represented as
Similar to the function N (x)n>1, there are two ways to apply this developed function.
Case I. If the function N odd (x)n>1 follows the sieve rules, in which, single odd functions n odd (x)n>1 only start from non-zero-cross odd numbers (odd primes).
Case II. If the function N odd (x)n>1 does not follows the sieve rules, meaning that there exist a function n odd (x)n>1 at every odd point greater than one over the number line, regardless, if the point in consideration has been zerocross or not.
However, if the function N odd (x)n>1 follows the sieve rules or not, the result will be the same, the decoding of odd prime numbers, p > 2, while zero-crossing odd composite numbers.
Weak Golbach's Conjecture from Odd Prime Functions
The weak Goldbach's conjecture states: "Every odd number n greater than 7 can be expressed as the sum of three odd primes p > 2". (An odd prime p > 2 may be used more than once in the same sum).
If instead of odd primes p > 2, the conjecture states odd numbers greater than one, n odd > 1.
"Every odd number n greater than 7 can be expressed as the sum of three odd numbers greater than one, n odd > 1".
(An odd number greater than one, n odd > 1 may be used more than once in the same sum). Then this modified conjecture is proven.
Corollary 3.1.
The sum of three odd numbers bigger than one, n odd > 1, will result in odd numbers greater than 7, n odd > 7
(n odd > 1 + n odd > 1 + n odd > 1) ∈ n odd > 7 (11) Proposition 3.1.
The mathematical function P odd (x)p>2 for all odd primes, p > 2, is isomorphic (structurally identical) and equivalent to the mathematical function N odd (x)n>1 for all odd natural numbers greater than one, n odd > 1.
Proof. By definition, to obtain a prime number involves a process. "A prime number is a natural number greater than 1 that has no positive divisors other than 1 and itself".
Observe that the process to obtain primes p can be written as the function P (x), equation 4, similar to the sieve of Eratosthenes, which iteratively mark as composite the multiples of each prime, starting from that prime, while leaving without mark prime numbers [14] [15].
The prime number function P (x), takes into account all even and odd primes. If taking out of consideration p(x), when p = 2, then the function only includes odd primes P (x)p>2, and the zero-cross composite numbers change, excluding only powers of two ∞ m>1 2 m , as shown in figure 1 .
In order to create an odd prime function P odd (x)p>2 isomorphic and equivalent to N odd (x)n>1, equation 10. It is necessary to modify the function P (x)p>2, to zero-cross only odd composite numbers. This is done by doubling the period of the function P (x)p>2, so the function instead of odd periods
Consequently, the function for a single odd prime number is modified to
Starting at each odd prime number, p > 2, and zero-crossing only its odd multiples. While the maximum value of the function exists at even multiples of odd primes, as shown in figure 11 . In the same way, the function P odd (x)p>2 represents the set of all single odd prime functions p odd (x)p>2
Starting at p = 3, the function p odd (x) = 3 + sin 1 6 zero-crosses odd multiples of 3, while the maximum value of the function exist at even multiples of 3, as shown in figure 7 . At number p = 5 no zero-cross occur. Thus, the function p odd (x) = 5 + sin 1 10 starts to zero-cross odd multiples of 5, as shown in figure 8 . At number p = 7 no zero-cross occur. Thus, the function p odd (x) = 7 + sin 1 14 starts to zero-cross odd multiples of 7, as shown composite, fig. 7 . At number p = 11 no zero-cross occur. Therefore, the function p odd (x) = 11 + sin 1 22 starts to zero-cross odd multiples of 11, as shown in figure 10 . And so on.
Consequently, the function P odd (x)p>2, zero-crosses the entire set of odd composite numbers, starting from odd primes, as shown in figure 11 .
Thus, the function P odd (x)p>2 is equal to N odd (x)n>1, for case I, when the sieve rules are applied, where single natural number functions n odd (x)n>1 only start from non-zero-cross odd numbers (odd primes)
While, for case II, there exist a function n odd (x)n>1 at every odd point greater than one over the number line, regardless, if the point in consideration has been zero-cross or not. Then the functions are isomorphic and equivalent, equation 12. starts at p = 3 and zero-cross odd multiples of 3. In blue p = 3.
Proposition 3.2.
The mathematical function P odd (x)p>2 represents odd prime numbers p > 2 with the property that the sum of three odd primes result in every odd number n greater than 7, n > 7. (Odd primes p > 2 may be used more than once in the same sum).
Proof. For Case I. P (x) = N (x)n>1
if the set of all elements are equal, then single elements are equal zero-cross odd multiples of p = 3, p = 5, p = 7 and p = 11. In black p = 3, p = 5, p = 7, in blue p = 11. Figure 11 . P odd (x)p>2 zero-crosses odd multiples of p > 2, starting from odd primes p > 2. In red p = 2, in black p > 2.
and the equation can be reduced to
by taking out of consideration the periods continuation.
While for Case II. P (x) ⇐⇒ N (x)n>1
if the set of all elements are equivalent and isomorphic, then single elements are
In the same way, for Case I. P odd (x)p>2 = N odd (x)n>1 pp>2 + sin 1 2pp>2 = n odd n>1 + sin 1 2n odd n>1
if the set of all elements are equal, then single elements are equal 
Likewise, the weak Goldbach's conjecture is proven, by been able to zero-cross all odd natural numbers greater than seven, n odd > 7, starting from odd primes p > 2, as with odd numbers greater than 1, n odd > 1.
